
Phillip O. Hanks “Phillip Hanks is an awesome 
motivational speaker & organ 

donation advocate. His story is 
so inspirational! I thoroughly 
enjoyed each of his talks. I 

learned a LOT. He is a GREAT 
speaker! We are Thankful that 
spoke for us at the 64th annual 
Rockford Lions Club meeting.”

-JOY BEACH 
ROCKFORD LIONS CLUB 

PhillipOHanks@Gmail.Com
Info@ChangingVisions.Org

$ Rate - $ Range

Ph: 815 .302.4956

Full day seminar

https://speakerhub.
com/speaker/phillip-
hanks

https://twitter.co
m/phillip_hanks

linkedin.com/in/phi
llip-hanks-
95665321a

https://www.facebook
.com/phillipohanks

Speaking Topics
Organ donation is an opportunity 
to help others.
Phillip Hanks Received a 5 organ transplant. 
Phillip speaks on this life-changing event and 
inspires those who are going through life 
changing events. He also helps families and 
loved one’s work through the grieving process 
and deal with their loss by knowing their loved 
one is helping save the lives of others.

Ways to not get trapped in “Your 
Situation”
Phillip will engage your thought process to 
cause a resourceful thinking progression 
which leads to a more effective discovery of 
big ideas and achieving real-world results.

Interactive Motivational Speaker
Phillip brings his unique experiences as an 
overcomer, and his faith to help challenge the 
status quo of society by positively changing 
mindsets. Phillip Hanks has boldly overcome 
challenges and will inspire change in your life 
using a mix of real-world inspiring stories.

Bio
As an information technology professional, Phillip was the 
Director of Infrastructure, Data Security and IT Services 
and infrastructure at several Multi-Million Companies. 
Empowering others with his inspiring life story, Phillip 
Hanks survived a 2007 liver transplant where his heart 
stopped on the operating table. As of recent he endured 
a life changing 5 organ transplant and has decided to 
forge a life committed to helping others.

As seen on:

Offerings and rates

1 hour workshop 
The Pillars of Resilience
Optimism, Acceptance

Solution Orientation ,Self-Regulation 
Self-Responsibility,, Future Planning:

$ 350 - $ 750

Keynote address 
Communication is essential to great leadership 

and teamwork, and storytelling is the key to 
unlocking great communication. The  framework of 

stories to inform people and move them to

$ 750 - $ 2,500

Half day seminar
Learn to challenge the status quo of society by positively 

changing your mindset and applying strategies from a 
different perspective to help formulate a Motivational 

Action Plan and ensure a change in your life.

$ 2,500 - $ 5,000

mailto:PhillipOHanks@Gmail.Com
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